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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:   MICHELLE WIE    
Saturday, May 24, 2014 
 
 
Q.  We're here with Michelle Wie.  Michelle, on this Memorial Day weekend we 

have some very special guests from NAS Pensacola who would like to 
interview you and I would like to welcome Lance Corporal Tyler Treadway to 

the interview.  

 
TYLER TREADWAY:  How are you doing, Michelle? 

 
MICHELLE WIE:  Good.  How are you?   

 

TYLER TREADWAY:  You started the day 7-under, now you're heading to the 
clubhouse two shots off the lead.  How do you feel about that? 

 
MICHELLE WIE:  I feel good.  I felt like there's a lot of low scores out there so I was 

just trying to keep up with everyone else making birdies and hopefully I can have 
another low one tomorrow.   

 

TYLER TREADWAY:  What about this course personally do you think allows you and 
other golfers to shoot such low scores to come out every day and do this? 

 
MICHELLE WIE:  You know, I think the par 5s you have to really take advantage of a 

lot of them.  You can get on in two or get close.  There's a lot of wedges on this golf 

course so you have to get into a rhythm where you hit driver in the fairway and give 
yourself a good opportunity for birdie.   

 
TYLER TREADWAY:  Up to this point you've been playing immaculate, so any 

secrets or training you've been doing for this? 
 

MICHELLE WIE:  No, just been doing the same thing that I've always been doing, 

I've kind of told everyone in the past just be patient and just been doing what I'm 
doing, just want to improve a little bit each and every day.  And I've been working 

really hard, so it feels good that it's been paying off and I've been playing really well.   
 

TYLER TREADWAY:  It surely has, but all of us have one favorite in this.  We did an 

ooh rah for you so you've got to join in with us in this great interview.  On the count of 
three you have to go ooh rah with us.  One, two, three ... ooh rah!    
 


